BRINGING BRITISH COLUMBIA’S AVIATION PAST INTO THE FUTURE

CANADIAN MUSEUM OF FLIGHT
TECHTALK: HARVARD

The Canadian Museum of Flight is presenting a series of informal technical talks on
aircraft in its fleet. These talks will cover topics ranging from the history of the company; the history of the aircraft type; its development; production methods and places;
the history of the engine and its development.
Also covered will be the challenges in maintaining and flying these classic aircraft in
today’s environment; how the mechanics find the parts and how the pilots keep current
on flying a 70 year old flying machine designed before the dawn of the jet age.
This will be followed by details of how the aircraft is prepared for flight; how the engine is started; followed by an engine start and flight.
During the procedings a draw will be conducted entitling the lucky winner to a flight
in the aircraft being discussed (some conditions apply).

North American AT-6
Diagram of an early model showing the
optional configuration for camera mount.
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THE HISTORY OF THE HARVARD FAMILY OF AIRCRAFT

CORPORATE HISTORY

In December, 1928, North American Aviation was incorporated in Delaware to become a holding company. North
American Aviation, Inc., had interests in a number of leading airlines and aircraft manufacturing companies including
the General Aviation Manufacturing Corporation, located at Dundalk, Md. Legislation enacted during the Depression
prevented an organization engaged in any part of the aircraft industry from holding an airmail contract. Therefore,
North American’s airline interests were separated from its airplane-building concerns, and 39-year-old James Howard
“Dutch” Kindelberger became President and General Manager of General Aviation, leaving a career as vice president
of engineering at Douglas Aircraft.
Because Southern California had excellent year-round
flying weather, Kindelberger moved the company to a facility on 20 acres near the edge of the Los Angeles Municipal Airport. Work began in temporary manufacturing
quarters while the original Inglewood factory building at
that location was expanded and remodeled. The new
premises were occupied January, 1936, with 250 people
on the payroll.
His strategy was to produce small military training aircraft as he felt that competing directly with the larger,
more-established companies would be difficult. However,
military funding for airplanes was declining so the comNA-16 prototype
pany also pursued overseas export contracts with other
countries, including France, England, Peru, Brazil, Argentina, and Chile. As a result, the trainers would become the
“bread-and-butter” product for the fledgling company.
Its first planes, the GA-15 observation aircraft and the GA-16 trainer led to the O-47 and the NA-16 (also called the
BT-9), a low-wing monoplane that won the 1934 Army Air Corps trainer competition. The NA-16 was the first in a long
line of trainers that would continue for some 25 years. North American’s first combat airplane, the BC-1, built in 1937,
was based on the NA-16.
Under the gathering impetus of impending World War II, North American forged ahead, opening factories in Dallas
and Kansas City, Kansas. The company set new production records, building 41,000 airplanes during World War II. In
fact, between 1935 and 1967, North American Aviation built more military aircraft than any other airplane maker in
U.S. history.
General Motors Corporation had taken a controlling interest in NAA and merged it with its General Aviation division
in 1933, but retained the name North American Aviation. Post-war, North American’s employment dropped from a high
of 91,000 to 5,000 in 1946. On V-J Day, North American had orders from the U.S. government for 8,000 planes. A few
months later, that had dropped to 24.
Two years later, in 1948, General Motors divested NAA as a public company. Nevertheless, it continued with new
designs, including the T-28 Trojan trainer and attack aircraft, the odd-looking F-82 Twin Mustang, B-45 Tornado jet
bomber, the FJ Fury fighter, AJ Savage, the revolutionary XB-70 Valkyrie Mach-3 strategic bomber, Shrike Commander, and T-39 Sabreliner business jet.
The Columbus, Ohio, division of North American Aviation was instrumental in the exclusive development and production of North American’s A-5 Vigilante, an advanced high speed bomber that would see significant use as a Naval
reconnaissance aircraft during the Vietnam War, the OV-10 Bronco, the first aircraft specifically designed for forward
air control (FAC) and counter-insurgency (COIN) duties, and the T-2 Buckeye Naval trainer, which would serve from
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The Harvard is still in
action today!
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the late 1950s until 2008 and be flown in training by virtually every Naval Aviator and Naval Flight Officer in the US
Navy and US Marine Corps for four decades. The Buckeye’s name would be an acknowledgment to the state tree of
Ohio, as well as the mascot of Ohio State University.
The F-86 Sabre started out as a redesigned Fury and achieved fame shooting down MiGs in the Korean War. Over
9,000 F-86s were produced. Some 6,656 F-86s were produced in the United States, the most of any postwar military
aircraft in the West, as well as another 2,500 elsewhere. To accommodate its Sabre production, North American
opened facilities in a former Curtiss-Wright plant in Columbus, Ohio. It also moved into a former Consolidated-Vultee
Aircraft plant at Downey, California, and in 1948, built a new plant at Downey. Its successor, the F-100 Super Sabre,
was also popular, with 2300 built up until 1959. By the end of 1952, North American sales topped $315 million.
Employment at the Columbus plant grew from 1,600 in 1950 to 18,000 in 1952.
In 1955, the rocket engine division was spun off into a separate company, Rocketdyne, but it was North American
that designed and built the airframe for the X-15, a rocket-powered aircraft that first flew in 1959.
The cancellation of the F-107 and F-108 programs in the late 1950s, as well as the cancellation of the Navaho
intercontinental cruise missile program, were blows to North American from which it never fully recovered. In 1959,
North American built the first of several Little Joe boosters which were used to test the escape system for the Mercury
Spacecraft. In 1960, the new CEO, Lee Atwood, decided to focus on the space program, and the company was the
chief contractor for the Apollo Command/Service Module and the second stage of the Saturn V. However, the Apollo 1
fire in January 1967 was partly blamed on the company. In March, it merged with Rockwell-Standard, and the merged
company became known as North American Rockwell. At the same time the merger took place, the Space Shuttle
orbiter was under development. The company changed its name again to Rockwell International and named its aircraft division North American Aircraft Operations in 1973.
In December 1996, Rockwell International Corporation’s aerospace and defense divisions, including Rockwell’s
space systems unit, guidance systems firm Autonetics and Rocketdyne, merged with the Boeing Company and were
renamed singly as Boeing North American Inc. The unit later was integrated into Boeing’s Defense division. Rocketdyne was sold to United Technologies in 2005.

THE PEOPLE

James Howard Kindelberger was born in West Virginia, in 1895. In 10th grade he quit school and, by working by
day and studying at night, he passed the entrance exams to Carnegie Tech. He served as a World War I pilot and at
the end of the war was hired as a draftsman for the Glenn L. Martin Company where he worked under the country's
foremost aviation expert, Donald Douglas.
In 1925 he joined the Douglas Aircraft Company and served as Vice President of Engineering, where he led the
development of the DC-1 and DC-2. In 1934, North American Aviation asked him to take over as president and he
rapidly built the company into one of the world’s leading aircraft manufacturers.
It is said “Dutch” Kindelberger (his heritage is actually German) built more planes in his 46-year career in aviation
then any other man in history. In addition, the foundation he laid in North American produced the Apollo spacecraft
and rocket engines that carried man to the Moon.
John Leland (Lee) Atwood, born in Kentucky in 1904, joined North American Aviation Inc. in 1934, one year before the firm moved from Dundalk, Maryland, to Southern California. He previously worked at Douglas Aircraft in
Southern California, builder of such venerable transports as the DC-3. He soon became a vice president and in 1938
was named assistant general manager of the company. In 1941, he became first vice president; in 1948 he was
elected president; in 1960 he became chief executive officer at the retirement of Dutch Kindelberger; and in 1962 he
became chairman of the board.
Other key people who joined the fledgling North American were Stan Smithson, the Chief Draftsman, and design
engineer Edgar Schmued, who contributed greatly to the design of many airplanes. By far his most famous design
was the highly successful P-51 Mustang of World War II.

Why the confusion over what the aircraft was called? This was up to the customer to decide–to the United
States Army Air Corp it was a BC-1, AT-6 or T-6. To the US Navy it was an SNJ. To the Commonwealth
countries it was a Harvard, the Australians named it Wirraway and to the Swedish it was the Sk 14.
Today, there are 49 Harvards/T-6s and 5 NA-64 Yales registered in Canada. Some of them are in flying
condition, while others are in need of restoration. Some ‘flyers’ are in immaculate condition in museums
who choose not to fly them. The design reached its 75th anniversary in 2013.
Books to read:
HARVARD! The North American Trainers in Canada. Fletcher & MacPhail
North America’s T-6. A Definitive History of the World’s Most Famous Trainer. Dan Hagedorn
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THE HARVARD DESIGN HISTORY

The initial NAA design of their trainer was well ahead of its time. When other air forces were still introducing
biplane fighters into front line service, the design was conceived just as the Messerschmitt Bf-109 and Hawker
Hurricane began flying. It featured a monoplane wing of cantilever construction and retractable undercarriage. It was
to be a multi-role aircraft that could be used for observation and as a trainer, fighter or bomber.
Existing documents show doodles by Kindelberger and his team for a low-wing, radial-engined aircraft with a long
canopy. The documents are dated December 1934.
The fuselage design included welded steel tubing for the primary structure, with a new approach toward maintenance. This consisted of the simplification of four major components: the engine mount, the cockpit section, the rear
fuselage, and a separate bottom section aft of the wing–all of which
could be mated with bolts. They also used removable, fabric-covered metal frame panels covering the full length of each side of the
fuselage for ease of maintenance.
The engine mount was made of chrome-moly steel with the
engine vibration being absorbed by rubber bushings. This reduced
crew and airframe fatigue–a novel feature for this period.
The outer wing panels were attached to the centre section by a
bolted joint–again a forward-thinking plan for a trainer that would
suffer the inevitable ground-loop accidents. The wing section was to
a NACA specification that was identical to that used in the Douglas
NA-16 with canopy
DC-2 transport that Kindelberger and Atwood had worked on at
Douglas. The wing planform and flap structure were also scaled down versions of the design used for that transport.
The undercarriage was a sturdy unit without external braces. The NA-16 was offered with fixed landing gear, although a retractable gear was available as an option. The hydraulically operated wheel brakes were operated by putting pressure on the top of the rudder pedals–another innovation when heel-operated brakes were common.
The aircraft was offered with a variety of military equipment to satisfy all customer requirements. It could have one
or two fixed guns in the nose, as many as four guns in the wing on the attack models, or a flexible rear gun.
The fledgling company also had another design in the works. The O-47 was developed as a replacement for the
Thomas-Morse O-19 and Douglas O-38 observation biplanes. It was larger and heavier than most preceding observation aircraft and its crew of three sat in tandem under the long canopy. Windows in the deep belly overcame the obstacle that the wings presented to downward observation and photography. The design for the XO-47 prototype
originated in 1934 with General Aviation, a subsidiary of North American Aviation, as the GA-15. The Air Corps
ordered 174 O-47s in 1937 to 1938, 93 of which were assigned to National Guard units. In 1938, the Army ordered 74
O-47Bs with a redesigned engine cowling for better cooling, a more powerful engine, and improved radio equipment.

DEVELOPMENT

The NA-16 was designed and built in less than 10 weeks. The first flight of the prototype took place in Maryland on
1 April 1935 with Eddie Allen as pilot. It carried the blue fuselage and yellow wings of a USAAC trainer. After a competition at Wright Field in the summer of 1935 against Curtiss-Wright and Seversky designs it was declared the winner
resulting in the designation BT-9 (Basic Trainer-9).
The aircraft was powered by a Wright R-975 engine of 400 hp. and had a gross weight of 4,100 lb. Test results
show a speed of 172 mph and a takeoff distance of 580
feet. The open cockpit of the initial flights was replaced by a
sliding canopy by the time of the competition. During this
testing the aircraft was configured with two nose-mounted
fixed machine guns firing through the propeller and a .30caliber flexible-mount gun in the rear cockpit.
NAA had a system of Project Numbers for the different
models for various customers, however the ‘Charge Number’ was more specific to each order and customer configuration.
The next model, the NA-18, incorporated modifications
USAAC BT-9
required for an export order to Argentina. These included
replacing the engine with the 550 hp. P&W R-1340 Wasp and changes to the canopy and landing gear fairings. The
aircraft–the only one built by NAA at this time–went on a sales tour of South America and remained in Argentina.
A combination of small orders from the USAAC and a trickle of orders and interest from China and Honduras kept
the company busy. A demonstrator was sent to Fokker in Holland and another to Canada. The BT-9 suffered from
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NA-34 for Argentina (1937)

RAAF NA-33 Wirraway (1939)

NA-50 single-seat fighter (1939)

BC-1A (1940)

wing tip stall problems and wing leading edge slats were fitted. A change to the wing design, building a 2-degree
‘wash-out’ into the outer wing panels, improved the stall performance. Early orders kept the Wright Whirlwind engine,
but later production included the more powerful P&W Wasp. Improvements making the cockpit wider and with larger
enclosures, as well as improvements to instrumentation were introduced as the result of service use.
The Charge Number (C/N) NA-26 was used in a demonstrator for a Basic Combat Trainer for the USAAC. It employed the P&W R-1340 engine, had retractable landing gear, fabric covered fuselage panels, provision for armament
and the rounded rudder common to early models. This aircraft was sold to Canada in 1940 and became the first of
many Harvards to fly in Canadian skies. It was converted to Harvard Mark II standards in 1942 and was destroyed in
a weather-related accident in March 1942.
Sweden obtained manufacturing rights for a model similar to the BT-9 under the C/N NA-31 and built these fixedgear trainers with Wright and Piaggio radial engines. Japan likewise obtained manufacturing rights, and although testing the sole imported aircraft, chose to develop their own intermediate trainer.
Another chapter was written when Australia obtained manufacturing rights under the C/N, NA-33. This aircraft,
configured as other early models with fabric covered side panels and rounded rudder, was built as the Wirraway, with
755 being built starting in 1938. The engine was the R-1340 with a reduction gear driving a 3-blade propeller. These
aircraft were some of the first of the brand to see combat action–on the Malay Peninsular in December 1941.
Other orders were received from Honduras, Brazil and Venezuela proving the company’s strategy of promoting the
aircraft in Central and South America. These aircraft carried a variety of nose and wing guns and underwing bomb
racks.
NA-36 was the Charge Number for the next order from the USAAC with the designation BC-1 (Basic Combat-1)
and deliveries began in June 1937. It marked the start of what was recognizable as the T-6/SNJ/Harvard series – 550
hp engine and retractable gear, although still fitted with the rudder with a rounded top and square bottom profile. A
large direction finding loop was fitted under the forward fuselage. Aircraft cost was $17,700 per unit.
The next interesting C/N (NA-44) was given to a one-off demonstrator with historical significance in the family tree.
This aircraft was fitted with a semi-monocoque rear fuselage, unlike previous aircraft that had a fabric-covered rear
fuselage. The vertical fin was also smooth skinned, compared to the ribbed construction in earlier models. It was fitted
with a 750 hp Wright Cyclone SG-1820 engine–the most powerful to date. It was sold as a ‘light attack bomber/dive
bomber’ and it was the fastest of its breed at 250 mph. After an extensive sales tour it was sold to the RCAF and
given serial number 3344 in August 1940. It was in service until 1947. As it was not suitable for training it was used by
senior officers–and was known to put up a spritely performance when ‘bounced’ by Hurricane pilots!
As part of the pre-war buildup to war in Europe the British scoured the world for suitable aircraft to supplement
their own types. A major breakthrough came for NAA with the British Purchasing Commission order (C/N NA-49) in
February 1938 for 400 trainers under the designation Harvard I. The first example arrived in England in December
1938. These were used for training in England as well as Southern Rhodesia under the Empire Air Training Scheme.
These trainers were painted with green/brown camouflage on the upper surfaces and yellow underneath. They were
powered with the 600 hp Pratt & Whitney R-1340 engine.
A further variety of the well-known trainer was the NA-50 single-seat fighter, sold to Peru in March 1939. Many improvements were incorporated that learned from 1000 a/c produced in the NA-16 series. Powered by 840 hp Wright
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Cyclone, it featured self-sealing fuel tanks and a speed of 295 mph. It was fitted with two guns firing through the propeller and underwing bomb racks.
The NA-54 order of Oct 1939 for the Army Air Corps as the BC-2 incorporated many advances from other models;
a 600 hp engine with 3-blade prop, an all-metal rear fuselage, with rudder and wingtips of revised shape. This was the
configuration of many more to come.
NA-57 was the C/N given to a French order for 230 fixed-gear trainers. These included improvements including the
reverse throttle action preferred by the French. The final 16 were stranded in US and were delivered to the RCAF as
the Yale I. Those that were still in operation in France (about 50) were operated by the German Luftwaffe.
NA-58. Known to the USAAC as the BT-14, this aircraft incorporated many improvements and had a fuselage 14
in. longer than the original BT-9. It had a fixed landing gear and was powered by the P&W R-985 engine.
NA-59. With this C/N the Air Corps contract of April 1939 changed the designation to AT-6 (Advanced Trainer-6).
This is the start of the well recognized shape and features of the series with first deliveries in June 1939. It was fitted
with one synchronized .30-cal. machine gun in the starboard nose and a flexible gun in the rear cockpit. Aircraft data
blocks were shown on the cockpit side as AT-6-NA indicating the North American factory at Inglewood, CA.
NA-61 was an RCAF order identical to the British Harvard I.
These were tested on skis, although this feature was never deployed operationally. They also featured the exhaust heater muff.
First deliveries were in July 1939, and in line with the US Neutrality
Act were flown to the border and pushed across by hand!
Charge Number NA-64 was an order from France adding 230
aircraft to its initial order for the fixed-gear trainer powered by the
P&W R-985, rather than the Wright engine. After the initial 111
were delivered the remaining 118 were diverted to the RCAF
where it was known as the Yale 1. Among this order were some of
the 50 NAA trainers that passed into German hands.
NA-65. This was a US Navy order of 36 trainers, designated
SNJ-2, with improvements including a larger wingspan (42 ft.
7 in.), higher gross weight and the P&W R-1340 engine. These still
RCAF Harvard II
employed the rounded rudder with a flat lower section.
NA-66 was the C/N for a British order of 600 aircraft, with the designation Harvard II. Many from this order went directly to Canada, while others went to the Middle East, Southern Rhodesia and New Zealand. This batch had the
square wingtips, rudder with a straight trailing edge and incorporated an exhaust system over the top of the wing. Also
incorporated was the semi-monocoque aluminum rear fuselage and aluminum-covered side panels on the forward
fuselage. During this time a number of new aircraft were lost at sea when ships transporting them were attacked by
submarines. Bulk deliveries of Mark IIs began to Canada in July 1941 and continued until May 1942. They were allocated to Service Flying Training Schools and operated alongside RCAF examples. These aircraft were vitually identical to the USAAC AT-6.
The NA-68 number was for a single-seat fighter ordered by Thailand, but never delivered due to war in Asia. Taken
over by the Air Corps they were given the P-64 designation. These were the most heavily armed of the series – two
.30-cal. guns in the nose, plus two more in the wings, with two underwing pods for 20-mm cannon as well as ventral
and underwing bomb racks. They were not used for their intended purpose by the Air Corps, but stripped of armament
and used as ‘hacks’ and fighter-trainers.
Together with the NA-68, Thailand also ordered 10 ‘attack bombers’ powered by 745 hp Wright Cyclone engines
under the C/N NA-69. These were enroute in Manila when the US government refused an export licence. They were
redesignated by the Air Corps as A-27s and saw combat duties in the Philippines.
NA-72, and -74. These armed ‘light attack bombers’ were ordered by Brazil and Chile – the Brazilian aircraft being
flown home on a 10,000-mile delivery flight!
The Charge Number NA-76 was given to a batch of 450 aircraft ordered by France in June 1940, but taken over by
Britain before delivery could begin. They were designated Harvard II and used mostly in Canada, with some going to
Southern Rhodesia, the Middle East, India and New Zealand. These retained their British serial numbers, flying in
Canada alongside the 100 RCAF-numbered Mark IIs in C/N NA-75.
NA-77. This was a joint US Army/Navy order for 517 and 120 aircraft respectively under the designation AT-6A and
SNJ-3. First deliveries were in September 1940 and the aircraft were capable of carrying a nose gun and a flexible
gun. The C/N NA-78 was given to an additional order for 1480 aircraft. These aircraft were built at a new factory in
Dallas, Texas and were designated AT-6A-NT and SNJ-3/C. The name ‘Texan’ was given to the aircraft as a result of a
factory workers competition.
Because of the huge volume of orders, the frequent updating of specifications and field unit modifications, the
exact identification of individual aircraft is a researcher’s nightmare! At least 12 of these aircraft were converted for
training on carrier deck landings with arrester gear. AT-6As also went to other countries under the Lend-Lease program – including Bolivia, Portugal and Saudia Arabia. After 1948 the remaining aircraft were re-designated T-6A-NT.
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Further contracts for the Air Corps, the US Navy and the RAF/RCAF followed with hundreds of aircraft being ordered. The aircraft ordered by the British were the last of the ‘pure’ Harvards, the later aircraft being Lend-Lease AT6Cs and AT-6Ds.
NA-88 was the designation for a huge block of aircraft (9,331) all produced in the Texas plant from February 1942.
These included the models AT-6C, AT-6D, SNJ-4 and SNJ-5. The AT-6C and SNJ-4 made use of low-alloy steel and
plywood to conserve metal for combat aircraft. Some were fitted with wooden horizontal stabilizers and molded plywood rear fuselage sections. AT-6D aircraft were fitted with a 24-volt electrical system. Under Lend-Lease over 700
went to the RAF as the Harvard IIA – over 400 to South Africa, others to the Middle East and New Zealand, as well as
a few to India and Ceylon. During this period Britain received 2,693 Harvard IIA, IIB and III aircraft at an average cost
of $26,000 each. Post-war these aircraft went to many armed services including Belgian, Congolese, Italian, Portugese, Danish, Greek, Netherlands, New Zealand and South Africa. The US Navy received 2,400 SNJ-4s some of
which had wooden stabilizers and rear fuselages. Under the AT-6D label about 2,600 aircraft went to the USAAF and
other allied nations under Lend-Lease. These aircraft were all-metal and had 24-volt electrical systems and flush
bomb racks under the outer wings. They had the two-position toggle switch instead of the foot pedal for engine start
and some had oxygen systems. The first of these aircraft was delivered in July 1943 and went to Britain under LendLease where it was known as the Harvard III. Some of this production went to Latin American countries, Nationist
China and the Soviet Union under Lend-Lease. Post-war many went to other air forces or were used as spares. A sole
XAT-6E was tested with a 575 hp Ranger engine, but never went into production.
Licenced production was also undertaken in Canada by Noorduyn Aircraft, these aircraft being designated by the
USAAF as AT-16 while known to the British forces as Harvard IIB. Of the total 2,557 built the majority were paid for
under the Lend-Lease program with a unit cost of $20,500. The first example was delivered in May 1942 and deliveries continued until December 1943. Most were used in Canada but some were sent to Britain and India where they
later saw service with the Indian and Pakistan military. These aircraft did not have the usual North American Charge
Number and are often omitted by historians from the total numbers.
Brazil arranged licence production of the AT-6D and the Dallas factory shipped sets of components for this program. However, these aircraft were not accepted by the air force until 1946.
The final contracts for over 2,000 aircraft was reduced to 1,700 due to program cancellations. These aircraft were
designated AT-6D-NT, AT-6F-NT, SNJ-5 and SNJ-6 and were the final wartime build for the US. The aircraft had the
flexible gun removed and had a one-piece molded canopy fitted in its place. The outer wings were strengthened and
provision was made for a centreline drop tank. Many of these aircraft were supplied post-war to allied countries such
as Thailand, Japan and Korea. A further contract for 1,200 aircraft was cancelled as the war wound down.
The post-war story of the AT-6/SNJ is very complex. The largest contractors for the series–the US, Britain and
Canada–disposed of large numbers of their surplus trainers. This was a windfall for used-aircraft brokers who quickly
sold many to third-world forces. NAA and other companies rebuilt many different models according to customer requirements and sold them directly. Some of the ‘T-6D upgrades’–as they were known–went to Greece, Iran, Italy,
Thailand, France and Portugal. In addition, the US government was providing these trainers to countries under the
Mutual Defence Assistance Program. With rising world tensions, the US contracted NAA to remanufacture the aircraft
as the T-6G for the USAF Training Command in 1949. Other aircraft in this series were provided under military assistance programs to allied nations such as France (115), Spain (50), Japan (26) and Portugal beginning in 1951.
In February 1951, under the impetus of the Korean War and the Communist threat the USAF placed an order with
NAA for 824 T-6Gs. Another version was under the USAF designation of LT-6G. These Liaison/Trainers were used extensively in the early part of the Korean War–1951-53. They were often used as Forward Air Controllers to attack or
identify enemy locations with guns, rockets or smoke markers. The final chapter of the NA-16 family in
military service came when South Africa retired their Harvards in 1995.

CANADIAN HARVARD MANUFACTURE

(From Canadian Aircraft since 1909, K. M. Molson & H. A. Taylor)
In August 1938 Noorduyn Aviation of Montreal bought the manufacturing rights for
the North American AT-6 advanced trainer. At that time Britain and France were seeking suitable American aircraft to counter the German threat. Noorduyn was to build
2,800 Harvards, as the RAF named the type, and Canadian Car & Foundry built a
further 555 after the war, to make it the most numerous type ever built in Canada.
It was not until 18 January 1940 that Noorduyn received its first order, for 100
RCAF machines, followed by another for 110 in September, and then the RAF orders.
The first 1,500 RAF Harvards were paid for by the United States under the Lend-Lease
Act. Noorduyn’s facilities were not large enough to handle the contracts so an immediHarvards were tested on skis
ate expansion took place at Cartierville, where final assembly took place, and a new
in Canada, USA and Sweden
plant was leased at Longue Pointe where manufacturing was concentrated.
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The Harvard IIB (USAF designation AT-16) produced in Canada was like the US-made Harvard IIs except for improved cockpit heating and other minor changes. The Harvard was intended to train graduates from the elementary
flying schools up to the point where they could fly single-engine Service aircraft, and it was fitted with a controllablepitch propeller, retractable undercarriage and flaps. It could be armed with a machine-gun in the wing for gunnery
practice.
The Harvard’s wing, fixed tailplane and fin were of stressed-skin construction and the control surfaces had a fabriccovered metal structure. The rear fuselage was of stressed-skin construction while the front portion had a welded
steel-tube structure enclosed by metal panels.
The Noorduyn prototype, RCAF 3034, was completed on 18 January 1941 one year from the date of the contract.
It was tested at Cartierville by E. L. Capreol and accepted by the RCAF at Rockcliffe on 31 January.
In February 1941 Noorduyn delivered a ski installation for the Harvard to be tested by the RCAF and made 34 sets
altogether. The ski installation required a new undercarriage leg to cater for the torsional loads imposed. The Harvard
was not used operationally on skis in Canada.
Two special versions of the Harvard were made. A bombing and gunnery trainer was developed early in the programme to cater for a possible shortage in the BCATP which, in the event, did not occur so only the prototype was
completed. It had a single machine-gun on a flexible mount installed in the rear cockpit and a small folding seat for the
gunner. A prone position was provided for bomb aiming, and a bomb sight and suitable window was installed in a blister under the fuselage. A target-towing version, the Harvard T.T. IIB, was developed and was tested at Cartierville on
25 March 1944.
Harvard deliveries built up steadily to average monthly figures of 45 in 1942, 83 in 1943 and 75 in 1944.
Harvard II deliveries
Customer
Jan-Mar
Apr-June
July-Aug
Oct-Dec
Total
1941 RCAF
5
15
52
46
118
1942 RCAF
79
13
92
RAF (L-L)
77
193
181
451
1943 RAF (L-L)
216
295
239
253
1,003
1944 RAF (L-L)
46
46
RAF
271
297
163
130
861
1945 RAF
104
64
45
14
227
Figures from Dept of Munitions & Supply.

In case of an aluminium shortage, a wooden rear fuselage was designed and built by the National Research Council and successfully tested. The empty weight of the modified aircraft was 4,000 lb (1,816 kg) and it flew normally in all
respects. Also, wooden wings were designed and built by de Havilland of Canada and installed on a Harvard. The
wings had a single moulded skin, top and bottom, applied over wooden spars making a single box spar. The tapered,
contoured skins were pressed at Cobourg, Ontario. The new wing weighed 200 lb (91 kg) each side and was tested
satisfactorily. Neither the wooden fuselage nor wing went into production.
Noorduyn-built Harvards in use by the RCAF included 639 RAF aircraft in the FE, FH, FS and FT ranges of serials
which continued to serve with their original numbers. These Harvards, along with some US-built machines, were used
for all single-engine advanced training in Canada during the war and some continued in RCAF service until 1960.
Some were converted by the RCAF into wireless trainers.
Many of the RAF Harvard IIBs were transferred to the air forces of Australia, India and New Zealand. There were
minor differences between Harvards supplied to the RAF and the RCAF. Instrumentation was slightly different and the
RCAF had the rear navigation light on the rudder while the RAF had it on each side of the fin.
In 1951, the Harvard was again put into production, this time at Canadian Car & Foundry’s plant at Fort William.
This was the Harvard 4, a radio-trainer version with no armament but increased fuel capacity. An improved canopy
was fitted and this provided a recognition feature. The first 40 Harvard 4s were assembled from spares, then manufactured completely by Canadian Car & Foundry. The first Harvard 4 was flown at Fort William in November 1951.
The early Harvard 4s were delivered to the RCAF and the later ones (285), designated Harvard 4M, went via the
USAF to other nations under mutual aid programs. These served in Italy, France, Belguim and Germany.
A number of RCAF Harvard IIBs were sent under Mutual Aid programmes to France, Italy and Turkey, and some
RCAF Harvard 4s were sent to the Indian Air Force. Many surplus
Harvards were put to civil use in Canada. In the United States five
ex-RCAF Harvard 4s, disguised as Japanese Zeros, appeared
with the Confederate Air Force.
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NAA C/N
NA-16
NA-18
NA-19
NA-19A
NA-20
NA-22
NA-23
NA-26
NA-27
NA-28
NA-29
NA-30
NA-31
NA-32
NA-33
NA-34
NA-36
NA-37
NA-38
NA-41
NA-42
NA-43
NA-44
NA-45
NA-46
NA-47
NA-48
NA-49
NA-50
NA-52
NA-54
NA-55-1
NA-56
NA-57
NA-58
NA-59
NA-61
NA-64
NA-65
NA-66
NA-68
NA-69
NA-71
NA-72
NA-74
NA-75
NA-76
NA-77
NA-78
NA-79
NA-81
NA-84
NA-85
NA-88

THE NAA IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM
Engine Installed
Wright R-975-E3
Wright R-975-E3
Wright R-975-7
Wright R-975-7
Wright R-975
Wright R-760ET
Wright R-975-7
P&W R-1340-S3H1
P&W R-1340-S2H1
P&W R-1340-6 Wasp
Wright R-975-7
P&W R-1340-41 Wasp
Wright R-975-E
P&W R-1340 Wasp
P&W R-1340-S1H1G
Wright R-975-E3
P&W R-1340-47 Wasp
Pratt & Whitney R-985
Wright R-975-E3
Wright R-975 Whirlwind
P&W R-1340 Wasp
Wright R-975 Whirlwind
Wright SG-1820 Cyclone
P&W R-1340 Wasp
Wright R-975-53
Wright R-975-E3
P&W R-1340 Wasp
Pratt&W R-1340-S3H1
Wright R-1820 Cyclone
P&W R-1340-6 Wasp
P&W R-1340-45 Wasp
P&W R-1340-47 Wasp
P&W R-1340 Wasp
Wright R-975-E3
P&W R-985-25
P&W R-1340-47 Wasp
P&W R-1340-S3H1 Wasp
Wright R-975-E3
P&W R-1340-36 Wasp
P&W R-1340 Wasp
Wright R-1820-77
Wright R-1820-75
P&W R-1340-S3H1 Wasp
P&W R-1340-AN1 Wasp
P&W R-1340 Wasp
P&W R-1340 Wasp
P&W R-1340 Wasp
P&W R-1340 Wasp
P&W R-1340 Wasp
P&W R-1340-56 Wasp
P&W R-1340 Wasp
P&W R-1340-AN-1 Wasp
P&W R-1340 Wasp
P&W R-1340 Wasp
/Ranger V-770
P&W R-1340 Wasp
P&W R-1340 Wasp

Number built
1
1 (modified)
42
40
1
1
117
1
1
40
67
0
137
1
756
29
177
1
1
35
2
0
1
3
12
1
15
400
7
16
3
83
50
230
251
94
30
230
36
600
6
10
3
30
12
100
450
637
568
25
125
400
0

NA-119
NA-121

NAA Model
Customer
NA-16
USAAC (trials)
NA-18
USAAC (trials)
NA-19/BT-9
USAAC
NA-19A/BT-9A
USAAC
NA-16-2H
Honduras (FAH)
NA-22
USAAC (rejected)
NA-23/BT-9B
USAAC
BC-1
Trials, to RCAF
NA-16-2H
to Fokker
NJ-1
USN
BT-9C
USAAC
BT-10
USAAC
Sk-14/14A
Sweden
NA-16-1A
Australia (RAAF)
NA-16/Wirr away Australia (RAAF)
NA-16-4P
Argentina (FAA)
BC-1
USAAC
NA-16-4R/KXA1 Japan (IJN)
NA-16-4M
Sweden
NA-16-4
China (ROCAF)
NA-16-2A
Honduras (FAH)
NA-16-1G
Brazil (Army)
NA-44
Canada (RCAF)
NA-16-1GV
Venezuela (FAV)
NA-16-4
Brazil
NA-16-4RW
Japan (IJN)
NA-16-3C
China (ROCAF)
NA-16-1E/Hvd I
United Kingdom
NA-50
Peru (FAP)
SNJ-1
USN
BC-2
USAAC
BC-1A
USAAC
NA-16-4
China (ROCAF)
NA-57
France
BT-14/BT-14A
USAAC
AT-6-NA
USAAC
NA-16-1E/Hvd I
Canada (RCAF)
NA-64/Yale I
France
SNJ-2
USN
Harvard II
United Kingdom
NA-50A/P-64
Thailand (RTAF)
NA-44/A-27
Thailand (RTAF)
NA-16-3
Venezuela (FAV)
NA-44
Brazil (Army)
NA-44
Chile (FACh)
Harvard II
Canada (RCAF)
Harvard II
United Kingdom
AT-6A/SNJ-3
USAAC, USN
AT-6A/SNJ-3/3C USAAC, USN
SNJ-2
USN
Harvard II
United Kingdom
AT-6B
USAAC
SNJ-3
USN
AT-6C/AT-6D/XAT-6E
SNJ-4/SNJ-5
USAAF, USN
AT-6D
Brazil (FAB)
AT-6D/AT-6F
USAAF, USN

NA-188
NA-195
NA-197
NA-198

T-6G/LT-6G
T-6G/LT-6G
T-6G
SNJ-8

P&W R-1340 Wasp
P&W R-1340 Wasp
P&W R-1340 Wasp
P&W R-1340 Wasp

107
11
110
0

NA-128
NA-168
NA-182
NA-186

AT-6D
T-6G/LT-6G
T-6G/LT-6G
Harvard IV

USAAF, USN
USAF/US ANG
USAF/US ANG
Canada (RCAF)
USAF/US ANG
USAF/US ANG
USAF/US ANG
USN

P&W R-1340 Wasp
P&W R-1340 Wasp
P&W R-1340 Wasp
P&W R-1340 Wasp

9331
81
4378
0
109
824
555

Notes
Prototype NX-2080 open cockpit
Ex-NA-16, to Argentina in 1937
Minor changes from NA-18
Armed BT-9
NC16025
Dangerously underpowered
Unarmed
Basic Combat Demonstrator
European demonstrator, armed
USN advanced trainer
as per BT-9A with minor changes
cancelled version of Y1BT-10
BT-9C but different engine variant.
Fixed gear pattern aircraft
Retractable gear pattern aircraft
First major export order
Retractable u/c, sq. bottom rudder
Technology demonstrator, unarmed
same as NA-31
Similar to BT-9C

Similar to BT-9C
Prototype two-seat export combat
Built to Brazilian contract
Similar to BT-9C with wingtip slats
Technology demonstrator
Similar to NA-45
Square rudder, fabric covered fuse.
Single seat fighter, NA-16-5
Short metal fuselage, square rudder
NA-36 with some improvements
Bought for Reserve and ANG
Similar to NA-55
Many captured by Germany
Similar to Harvard II, fixed u/c
First ex. converted fr NA-55
Extended exhaust for cabin heater
119 to Canada (RCAF) as Yale I
Blister covering fuel transfer gear
RNZAF, RCAF, Southern Rhodesia
Diverted to USAAF as P-64
Diverted to USAAF as A-27
Two nose guns and rear gun
Attack bomber
Attack bomber
Follow on order to NA-66
France to RAF, many to RCAF
As NA-77, first aircraft built in Texas
As previous RAF Harvard II order
Cancelled duplicate of NA-78

24 volt electrics. XAT-6E used V-770
20 examples built in Brazil
800 AT-6Ds, 211 SNJ-5, 956 AT-6F
and 411 SNJ-6.
Canceled orders
Re-man. from earlier versions
Re-manufactured/updated.
Canadian Car and Foundry to build
Harvard IV sole post war production
Re-manufactured from earlier versions
Re-manufactured from earlier versions
Re-manufactured from T-6D.
Cancelled SNJ-8 (similar to T-6G)
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CMF PILOT’S NOTES: HARVARD 2, 4

General Information
Tire Pressure: Tail – 45 PSI; Main – 32 PSI
Most switches down for ON
Radio Master & Mag Comp Switches on lower Rt. (down for on)
Master – Center right.
Generator – Center left. (down for on)
Right Magneto – fwd plugs, Left Magneto – rear plugs
Fuel Quantity: Early models – 92 Imp. Gal.; Later models – 117 Imp. Gal
Left Tank (Mk.2) – Reserve of 14.5 Gals.
Speeds
Glide 90kts – gear & flaps up.
Va:
165kts
Vne:
225kts @ 5490 lbs
210kts @ 5750 lbs.
Gear:
130kts in-transit
145kts down & locked
Flaps:
110kts max
Stall:
gear & flaps up – 60-65kts
gear & flaps dn – 55-60kts
Engine

RPM
2250
2200
2000

T/O 5 Min. max
Max Cont. Rich
Max Cont. Lean
Desired norm
Oil Temp min for T/O
Cyl Temp min for T/O
Cyl Temp max for stopping

MP
36”
32”
26”

Cyl
Temp
260°
260°
230°

40°
120°
205°

Oil
Temp
85°
85°
85°
205°

Mixture
Rich
Rich
Lean
50-70°

Starting
Mixture – Rich (Do not prime in cut-off. Prime 4-6 strokes cold, 2-4 strokes warm)
Throttle – Cracked
Pitch – Full coarse (Fine after oil press at 50 PSI)
Mags on for start – Mk.2
(after 4 blades – Mk.4)

Before takeoff engine check
Preliminary @ 1500 RPM – Mag check, prop check, carburetor heat, generator, vacuum,
oil & fuel press, cyl & oil temp
MP Ambient -3”
2150 RPM +/-50RPM & check mags (Max Drop 100 RPM – 40 difference)

Take-off
Full Power – Max 36” MP
Flaps 15° – 80kts climb
Flaps 0° – 95kts climb
Climb – 28” MP & 2000 RPM
Cruise and cruise climb 26” MP & 1750 RPM

Aerobatics
28” MP & 2000 RPM
Loop – 155kts
Roll – 140kts
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Landing
Flaps 0-20°
Flaps 45°

80kts
70kts

Shutdown
Check for live mags
RPM – 1400
Prop – full coarse
Mixture – full lean
Throttle – closed
Switches – off
Fuel – off

Weight & Balance
Empty Wt.
4100
Fuel 85 Imp Gal
612
Pilot & Pass
340
Oil (8.5 imp gal)
72
Total
5124

Fuel
Reserve 14.5 Gals
Start & Taxi - Reserve ON (left)
Run - Right
Do not use Left Position

A ground-loop puts a sad end to a flight by a cadet in this 1941 photograph.
The Harvard can catch even the most experienced pilot unawares!
This Harvard II aircraft (2967) was deliverd to the RCAF on 19 March 1941
under C/N NA-66, suffered this accident on 8 October 1941 and was declared
surplus on 20 July 1946. It served with 118(F) sqn Rockcliffe, ON and at Dartmouth, NS. It later received the civilian identification CF-GEK.

HARVARD CHECK LIST

Take-off
H Hydraulics 800-1000
Hood – fully open or closed
Harness – adjusted & locked
T Trim – elevator 11 o’clock
rudder 2 o’clock
Tension – adjust
M Mixture – full RICH
P Prop Pitch – full FINE
F Fuel – contents, cock setting, pressure & primer locked
Flaps – UP or 15o
C Controls – checked
Carburetor air – COLD
G Gyros – uncaged, DI Synchronized
S Switches – ON

Landing
F Fuel – sufficient in tank selected & pressure
B Brakes – checked & park brake OFF
U Undercarriage – DOWN & checked
M Mixture – full RICH
Carb. heat – as necessary
P Pitch – full FINE
F Flaps – as required
H Harness – locked
Hood – closed or fully open
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ENGINE IN THE MUSEUM HARVARD

This was the original engine designed by the fledgling Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Company in the USA. Design
work started in August, 1925, with the first engine producing over 400 horsepower. From this engine the design was
scaled down to produce the Wasp Junior (R-985) and scaled up to produce the Twin Wasp (R-1830), Double Wasp
(R-2800) and the giant Wasp Major (R-4360).
The R-1340 made significant advances in the area of power-to-weight ratio, due in part to the two-piece forged
aluminum crankcase, an uncommon feature at the time. The forging process offered far superior mechanical properties and consistency compared to a casting. Other aspects of the design were a one-piece master rod riding on a twopiece crankshaft supported on two roller bearings. The master rod bearing was silver-lead-indium. Supercharging was
provided by a single-stage, single-speed unit with updraft induction, and the blower ratio was typically 10: 1.
This engine powered Amelia Earhart’s Lockheed 10, the Noorduyn Norseman, de Havilland Otter, North American
T-6 (Harvard), Sikorsky S-55 helicopter and the Grumman Mallard amphibian. Because of the large demand for this
engine, Jacobs, Pratt & Whitney Canada, Continental, and Commonwealth Aircraft (Australia) also built them under
license. Production of the engine continued until 1960. From 1925 to 1960 some 35,000 of these engines were built.
This engine is installed in the S-55 helicopter on display in the courtyard, and also in the Museum’s Harvard II that
flies regularly.
Technical Details:
Engine Type: 9-cylinder air-cooled radial
Power: 600 hp (447 kW) at 2250 RPM
Weight: 900 lb (408 kg)
Cylinders: bore 5 ¾ in (146 mm), stroke 5 ¾ in (146 mm)
Displacement: 1344 cu in (22 litres)
Diameter: 45.5 in (1,160 mm)
Dry weight: 555 lb (252 kg)

Components
Valvetrain: 2 valves per cylinder, pushrod-actuated, sodium cooled exhaust valves
Fuel system: Single Stromberg NA-R7A carburetor
Fuel type: 73 octane minimum
Oil system: One pressure pump, two scavenge pumps
Cooling system: Air-cooled
Reduction gear: Direct drive, right hand tractor
Performance
Power output: 330 hp (246 kW) at 2,200 RPM at sea
level
Specific power: 0.36 hp/cu-in (16.4 kW/L)
Compression ratio: 6:1
Power-to-weight ratio: 0.6 hp/lb (1 kW/kg)
Propeller: 98 inch diameter, Hamilton Standard variable
pitch
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Technical Details (CMF Harvard II):
Serial: 07-144, RCAF 3275, CF-MGI, CF-GME
Manufactured: 1941
Engine: 600 hp Pratt & Whitney Wasp R-1340AN-1 air cooled radial
Maximum speed: 212 mph (341 km/h)
Service ceiling: 21,500 ft (6553 m)

Pratt & Whitney R-1340

Empty weight: 4,158 lb (1,886 kg)
Loaded weight: 5,617 lb (2,548 kg)
Span: 42 ft (12.8 m)
Length: 29 ft (8.8 m)
Height: 11 ft 8 in (3.5 m)
Wing area: 253.7 sq ft (23.6 sq m)

What’s under the skin? Maintenance in action.

Large removable panels on fuselage

Ready access to all the essentials

Landing gear retraction test

Engine compartment vitals

Always a crowd pleaser, the Goldilocks ‘Crazy Formation’ act of the 1960s took considerable skill to perform safely.
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On the local scene:
Canadian-built Harvards and US-built
T-6/SNJs are still active in local communities
around the world.
Here’s a sample of models you can see on
the wing in the Pacific Northwest.

The Museum’s Harvard waits in the fog

Takeoff at Oliver

Close-up
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Mark 4

Taxi to ramp

Arrival at Langley

Formation flight

A PHOTO HISTORY OF NAA AIRCRAFT

Front cockpit – Harvard Mk. 4

BT-9 production 1936

US Navy NJ-1 1938
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US Army Air Corps BT-9C 1938

RAF Harvard Mk.I 1939

US Army Air Corps BT-14 1940
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US Navy SNJ-5 on a carrier deck
on the Great Lakes

LT-6Gs were used in combat in Korea

The RCAF Mk. 4 was the final model produced
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OTHER AIRCRAFT FROM NORTH AMERICAN
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P-51 Mustang

B-25 Mitchell

F-86 Sabre

T-28 Trojan

CT-39 Sabreliner

XB-70 Valkyrie

